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 國立彰師附工 106 學年度第一學期高職三年級及綜三仁、愛英文科期末考試 

範圍:東大課本 B5U6,B5U8，高單:U29，U30 

 

請將所有的答案畫在答案卡上，答案卡上要清楚畫上年級，班別，座號，科目(英文代碼

22); 若導致機器無法辨識，將扣 5分。 

 

I. 字彙及慣用語: 20% (1%x20=20%) 

1. The ballet dancer gave a perfect performance so the audience gave her a big hand. 

(A) senseless  (B) nonetheless (C) flawless   (D) doubtless 

2. Much to our surprise, Molly has changed from Christianity to Buddhism. 

(A) converted  (B) scolded  (C) countered   (D) vomited 

3. I have been working on my reports and final exams for weeks. I’m totally burned out! 

(A) submitted  (B) exhausted  (C) convinced   (D) generalized 

4. Please move the glasses with caution. They are very fragile. 

(A) incredible  (B) various  (C) vertical   (D) delicate 

5. After many years of broad research, Taiwanese computer companies have upgraded the 

quality of their products. 

(A) adequate  (B) extensive  (C) voluntary   (D) complicated 

6. The stories in the book were so amazing that I couldn’t stop reading them. 

(A) astonished  (B) automatic  (C) fantastic   (D) relative 

7. The bad guy was ______ of second degree murder and sentenced to 15 years. 

(A) convicted  (B) piloted  (C) upset    (D) exhibited 

8. A(n) ______ cough, if accompanied by fever and other symptoms, may be dangerous. 

(A) messy  (B) inexhaustible (C) chronic   (D) series 

9. All of us are eager to find ______ jobs to live better lives. 

(A) confusing  (B) decent  (C) innocent   (D) voluntary  

10. Many people worry that the computerized Public Welfare Lottery ______ the message that 

people should gamble instead of working hard. 

(A) conveys  (B) accuses  (C) burdens   (D) visualizes 

11. It is believed that giving the poor a hand is a(n) ______. 

(A) principal  (B) virtue   (C) vision   (D) exhibition 

 

 

 

12. It is essential to provide students with an excellent ______ to study more efficiently. 

(A) atmosphere (B) evidence  (C) criticism   (D) variety 

13. When examined by the doctor, I was asked to take a deep ______. 

(A) software  (B) authority  (C) corporation  (D) breath 

14. I don’t eat shrimp and crab as a result of my ______ to seafood. 

(A) coral   (B) allergy  (C) costume   (D) pill 

15. The severe earthquake destroyed a large part of the pandas’ natural ______ in Sichuan. 

(A) grocery  (B) pioneer  (C) harbor   (D) habitat 

16. I only have a part-time job so I have to keep my expenses within my ______. 

(A) community (B) scholar  (C) budget   (D) reunion 

17. As one of my family members, it’s my duty to do the ______. 

(A) laundry  (B) topic   (C) relation   (D) athlete 

18. The high school used to be ______ to female students only. There were no male students. 

(A) broadcast  (B) restricted  (C) intimate   (D) assumed 

19. Zeke ______ working after his injury from a serious car accident. 

(A) communicated (B) criticized  (C) convinced   (D) resumed 

20. The young child was _____ of stealing candies from the convenience store. 

(A) loaded  (B) accused  (C) displayed   (D) required 

 

 

II. 語法選擇:5% (1%x5=5%) 

21. I heard that you are applying ______ Princeton University _____ its scholarship. Have you 

got any response yet? 

(A) for/to   (B) to/for   (C) to/with   (D) for/of 

22. To have an excellent trip, travelers have to buy ______ is needed in advance.  

(A) whatever  (B) anything  (C) which   (D) the thing 

23. After years of training, the police officer is capable ______ murder cases by himself. 

(A) to solve  (B) to solving  (C) of solving   (D) with solving 
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24. Slogans help sell products. Some use an inspiring phrase; _______ play with words. 

(A) other   (B) others  (C) the other   (D) the other slogan 

25. The teacher taught the poor boy how to avoid ______ at school. 

(A) bullying  (B) bullied  (C) being bullied  (D) to bully 

 
III.克漏字選擇: 30% (2%x15=30%) 

(A) Dear son, 

I’m so happy that you’ll graduate from college next June. Will you plan to find a job 

or go abroad for further study?    26   , I always respect your decision. And you are 

likely to go to an interview. When    27   , you have to keep several tips in mind. First 

of all, it is strongly suggested that you    28    late for any interviews. You must 

arrive a few minutes early and dress appropriately. During an interview, you are supposed 

to sit    29    your back straight and feet on the floor. In addition, you are advised to 

prepare    30    beforehand. You may be asked to talk about your background, 

strengths, education and experience. So you may make a list of questions    31    

these topics. To show you are easygoing, you have to make yourself    32   . Finally, 

whether you are accepted or not, learn from the experience. It will improve your 

performance when having    33    interview in the future. Good luck! 

 

 

26. (A) What’s more  (B) For example (C) Either way  (D) As follows 

27. (A) interviewing  (B) interviewed (C) you interview  (D) are interviewed 

28. (A) are not   (B) never are  (C) not be   (D) don’t be 

29. (A) and    (B) or   (C) with    (D) from 

30. (A) as possible as you can    (B) as much as you can 

(C) as possible as you could   (D) as more as possible 

31. (A) related       (B) which related   

(C) related to        (D) which is related to  

32. (A) appear friendly     (B) appear friend 

(C) to appear friendly     (D) appearing friendly 

33. (A) another   (B) the other  (C) other    (D) others 

 

(B)  Have you ever found it difficult to open a can with a can opener? If not, you are 

lucky to be a right-hander. Daily activities can be    34    for lefties because many 

tools are usually designed for right-handers.    35    is born a lefty is forced to survive 

in the real world. In fact, early in the Stone Age, people didn’t show which hand they 

prefer to use. Throughout history, left-handed people have been    36    to be inferior    

 37    right-handed people. An obvious bias can be found in some phrases. For 

example, “right on,” associated with good or correct,    38    agreement or support.    

 39   , a “left-handed compliment” is actually an insult. Fortunately, more and more 

specialized tools have been    40    for left-handers. Lefties even celebrate their 

“rights” on Left-Handers Day on August 13 annually.  

 

34. (A) challenge  (B) challenged (C) challenging  (D) to challenging 

35. (A) Whomever (B) Whichever (C) Whoever   (D) Anyone whoever 

36. (A) viewed  (B) regarded  (C) thinking of  (D) considered 

37. (A) than   (B) to   (C) with    (D) from 

38. (A) expressed (B) expresses  (C) expressing  (D) which expresses 

39. (A) In the end (B) Over time (C) Therefore   (D) In contrast 

40. (A) adopting  (B) raised  (C) adapted   (D) discriminated 
 
 
 

***繼續加油，不要忘了還有閱讀測驗*** 
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IV. 閱讀測驗: 10% (2%x5=10%) 

 

 Most people are either right-handed or left-handed. However, around one percent of 

people can use both hands equally well, and these people are “ambidextrous.” 

    According to studies, some people are equally able to perform tasks with both hands 

from birth. However, scientists believe that not all ambidextrous people are born that way. 

Some of them were originally part of the ten percent of lefties. When they were kids, they 

were encouraged to use their right hands to perform daily tasks by adults, but they 

practiced using their left hands at the same time. Or, they actively learned to use some 

tools designed for right-handers with their right hands.  

    People immediately think that ambidexterity has a number of advantages. For 

example, people who are ambidextrous can simply switch hands if they get tired from 

doing a task. In sports such as basketball and baseball, players can perform better because 

they can use either hand when necessary. However, research has shown that ambidextrous 

children are more likely to have learning difficulties with reading and writing. They are at 

a higher risk of mental health problems, too. Therefore, they may need attention and 

special assistance from parents and teachers. 

    In spite of the problems that some ambidextrous people may encounter, being adept 

in the use of both hands certainly brings many advantages. Would you like to be 

ambidextrous? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

41. According to the passage, ambidextrous people are people who ________. 

(A) have mental health problems  

(B) have no hands at birth 

(C) are good at using both hands 

(D) are good at learning everything 

 

42. According to the passage, ambidextrous people may have an advantage in ________. 

(A) a swimming competition  

(B) a speech contest 

(C) a marathon race  

(D) a basketball game 

 

43. It has been found that an ambidextrous child may have difficulty ________. 

(A) paying attention  

(B) reading 

(C) playing baseball  

(D) singing 
 

44. The word “adept” in the last paragraph means “________.” 

(A) skilled   (B) regular   (C) precious   (D) common 

 

45. What can we infer from this passage? 

(A) No one is interested to know what has caused ambidexterity. 

(B) Ambidextrous people are not welcomed at school. 

(C) Some left-handers were encouraged to write with their right hands. 

(D) Ambidextrous people were all right-handers when they were little. 
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V. 文意字彙及詞類變化: 20% (每題 2%，全對才給分) 

46. The spice helped e     e the taste of the beef. It made the beef tasted much more delicious.    

47. Medical care is not s     t in this small village. Therefore, more doctors, nurses and 

medicine are in demand. 

48. Jordan was not satisfied with the pay of his p     s job, so he quit and took a new one.  

49. Our teacher d     ted how to do the experiment step by step before we began. He showed us 

how to do it. 

50. My teacher made some c    ts on my report, pointing out its strengths and weaknesses. 

51. Our manager d     ted the whole meeting. Everything was under his control. No one else 

was allowed to express their opinions.  

52. Because I had not seen Jason for decades, I didn’t r     ze him immediately at first sight. 

53. One of the main c     cs of the giraffe is its long neck. Even kids know about the feature. 

54. When it comes to seasons, Linda has a ________ (prefer) for spring. 

55. Jeremy should learn to make a ________ (distinct) between friendship and love.    

VI. 翻譯填充: 5% (需與課本同)( 每格 1%) 

*令老師鬆了一口氣的是，那位轉學生對適應學校毫無困難。 

  To the teacher’s relief, the transfer student had no trouble     56     at the school. 

* Tracy 是一個隨和的人，她和所有的同事都相處融洽。 

  Tracy is an easygoing person, and she     57    all his colleagues. 

*那位顧客已經等了他的餐點等了很久，而他的耐心快要用完了。 

  The customer has been waiting for his meal for a long time, and his     58    . 

*Fiona 沒有買到那場音樂劇的票。不用說，她無法進劇場看表演。 

  Fiona   59   the musical.    60   , she couldn’t get in the theater to see the performance. 

 

VII.中翻英背誦: 4% (需與課本同) (每題 2%，錯一處扣 1%)  

61. Sherry 正期待著下週的歌唱比賽。 

62. 別這麼認真對待 Edward 說的話。 

 

VIII. 重組與改寫句子: 6% (每題 3%，全對才給分) 

63. she can/Carrie/wants to stay/as long/as/in this beautiful castle 

64.  Sally won’t buy a new house until she saves enough money (請改寫成 Not until….) 

答案欄  班級__________ 座號__________ 姓名__________ 
            (以上欄位未寫扣 5分)  **共 35 分 

V. 文意字彙及詞類變化: 20% (每題 2%，全對才給分) 

46 47 48 

49 50 51 

52 53 54 

55  

VI. 翻譯填充: 5% (需與課本同)( 每格 1%) 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

VII.中翻英背誦: 4% (需與課本同) (每題 2%，錯一處扣 1%) 

61 

 

62 

VIII. 重組與改寫句子: 6% (每題 3%，全對才給分) 

63 

 

64 
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V. 文意字彙及詞類變化: 20% (每題 2%，全對才給分) 

46. The spice helped e     e the taste of the beef. It made the beef tasted much more delicious.    

47. Medical care is not s     t in this small village. Therefore, more doctors, nurses and 

medicine are in demand. 

48. Jordan was not satisfied with the pay of his p     s job, so he quit and took a new one.  

49. Our teacher d     ted how to do the experiment step by step before we began. He showed 

us how to do it. 

50. My teacher made some c    ts on my report, pointing out its strengths and weaknesses. 

51. Our manager d     ted the whole meeting. Everything was under his control. No one else 

was allowed to express their opinions.  

52. Because I had not seen Jason for decades, I didn’t r     ze him immediately at first sight. 

53. One of the main c     cs of the giraffe is its long neck. Even kids know about the feature. 

54. When it comes to seasons, Linda has a ________ (prefer) for spring. 

55. Jeremy should learn to make a ________ (distinct) between friendship and love.    

VI. 翻譯填充: 5% (需與課本同)( 每格 1%) 

*令老師鬆了一口氣的是，那位轉學生對適應學校毫無困難。 

  To the teacher’s relief, the transfer student had no trouble     56     at the school. 

* Tracy 是一個隨和的人，她和所有的同事都相處融洽。 

  Tracy is an easygoing person, and she     57    all his colleagues. 

*那位顧客已經等了他的餐點等了很久，而他的耐心快要用完了。 

  The customer has been waiting for his meal for a long time, and his     58    . 

*Fiona 沒有買到那場音樂劇的票。不用說，她無法進劇場看表演。 

  Fiona   59   the musical.    60   , she couldn’t get in the theater to see the performance. 

 

VII.中翻英背誦: 4% (需與課本同) (每題 2%，錯一處扣 1%)  

61. Sherry 正期待著下週的歌唱比賽。 

62. 別這麼認真對待 Edward 說的話。 

 

VIII. 重組與改寫句子: 6% (每題 3%，全對才給分) 

63. she can/Carrie/wants to stay/as long/as/in this beautiful castle 

64.  Sally won’t buy a new house until she saves enough money (請改寫成 Not until….) 

答案欄  班級__________ 座號__________ 姓名__________ 
            (以上欄位未寫扣 5分)  **共 35 分 

V. 文意字彙及詞類變化: 20% (每題 2%，全對才給分) 

46   enhance 47   sufficient 48   previous 

49   demonstrated 50   comments 51   dominated 

52   recognize 53   characteristics 54   preference 

55   distinction  

VI. 翻譯填充: 5% (需與課本同)( 每格 1%) 

56  fitting in 

57  gets along well with  

58  patience is running out 

59  failed to buy a ticket to 

60  Needless to say 

VII.中翻英背誦: 4% (需與課本同) (每題 2%，錯一處扣 1%) 

61  Sherry is looking forward to the singing contest next week. 

 

62   Don’t take what Edward said so seriously. 

VIII. 重組與改寫句子: 6% (每題 3%，全對才給分) 

63  Carrie wants to stay as long as she can in this beautiful castle. 

 

64  Not until she saves enough money will Sally buy a new house. 

   ( Not until Sally saves enough money will she buy a new house.) 
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國立彰師附工 106 學年度第一學期 高職三年級及綜三仁愛 英文科 期末考試 

範圍:東大課本 B5U6,B5U8，高單:U29，U30 

 

請將所有的答案畫在答案卡上，答案卡上要清楚畫上年級，班別，座號，科目(英文代碼

22); 若導致機器無法辨識，將扣 5分。 

I. 字彙及慣用語: 20% 

1. The ballet dancer gave a perfect performance so the audience gave her a big hand. 
(A) senseless  (B) nonetheless (C) flawless   (D) doubtless 

2. Much to our surprise, Molly has changed from Christianity to Buddhism. 
(A) converted  (B) scolded  (C) countered   (D) vomited 

3. I have been working on my reports and final exams for weeks. I’m totally burned out! 
(A) submitted  (B) exhausted  (C) convinced   (D) generalized 

4. Please move the glasses with caution. They are very fragile. 
(A) incredible  (B) various  (C) vertical   (D) delicate 

5. After many years of broad research, Taiwanese computer companies have upgraded the 
quality of their products. 
(A) adequate  (B) extensive  (C) voluntary   (D) complicated 

6. The stories in the book was so amazing that I couldn’t stop reading them. 
(A) astonished  (B) automatic  (C) fantastic   (D) relative 

7. The bad guy was ______ of second degree murder and sentenced to 15 years. 
(A) convicted  (B) piloted  (C) upset    (D) exhibited 

8. A(n) ______ cough, if accompanied by fever and other symptoms, may be dangerous. 
(A) bias   (B) inexhaustible (C) chronic   (D) series 

9. Each of us is eager to find ______ jobs after our graduation from college. 
(A) confusing  (B) decent  (C) innocent   (D) voluntary  

10. Many people worry that the computerized Public Welfare Lottery ______ the message that 
people should gamble instead of working hard. 
(A) conveys  (B) accuses  (C) burdens   (D) visualizes 

11. It is believed that giving the poor a hand is a(n) ______. 
(A) principal  (B) virtue   (C) vision   (D) exhibition 

12. It is essential to provide students with an excellent ______ to study more efficiently. 
(A) atmosphere (B) priority  (C) criticism   (D) variety 

13. When examined by the doctor, I was asked to take a deep ______. 
(A) software  (B) authority  (C) corporation  (D) breath 

14. I don’t eat shrimp and crab as a result of my ______ to seafood. 
(A) coral   (B) allergy  (C) costume   (D) pill 

15. The severe earthquake destroyed a large part of the pandas’ natural ______ in Sichuan. 
(A) grocery  (B) pioneer  (C) harbor   (D) habitat 

16. I only have a part-time job so I have to keep my expenses within my ______. 
(A) welfare  (B) scholar  (C) budget   (D) reunion 

17. As one of my family members, it’s my duty to do the ______. 
(A) laundry  (B) conviction  (C) relation   (D) athlete 

18. The high school used to be ______ to female students only. There were no male students. 
(A) broadcast  (B) restricted  (C) intimate   (D) assumed 

19. Zeke ______ working after his injury from a serious car accident. 
(A) communicated (B) criticized  (C) convinced   (D) resumed 

20. The young child was _____ of stealing candies from the convenience store. 
(A) loaded  (B) accused  (C) related   (D) required 

CABDB CACBA BADBD CABDB 
 
II. 對話:5% 
21. I heard that you are applying ______ Princeton University _____ its scholarship. Have you 

got any response yet? 
(B) for/to   (B) to/for   (C) to/with   (D) for/for 

22. To have an excellent trip, travelers have to buy ______ is needed in advance.  
(A) whatever  (B) whoever  (C) whichever   (D) whenever 

23. After years of training, the police officer is capable ______ murder cases by himself. 
(B) to solve  (B) to solve  (C) of solving   (D) with solving 

24. I am exhausted! My whole body got tired ______ swimming. 
(B) for   (B) of   (C) from    (D) to 

25. The teacher taught the poor boy how to avoid ______ by others at school. 
(B) bully   (B) bullying  (C) being bullied  (D) bullied 
 

III.克漏字選擇: 30% 
(A)  Dear son, 

I’m so happy that you’ll graduate from college next June. Will you plan to find a job or go 
abroad for further studies?    26   , I always respect your decisions. And you are likely to go 
to an interview. When    27   , you have to keep several tips in mind. First of all, it is strongly 
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suggested that you    28    late for any interviews. You’d better arrive a few minutes early 
and dress appropriately. During an interview, you are supposed to sit    29    your back 
straight and feet on the floor. In addition, you are advised to prepare    30    beforehand. You 
may be asked to talk about your education, strengths, education and experience. So you may 
make a list of questions    31    these topics. To show you are easygoing, you have to make 
yourself    32   . Finally, Whether you are accepted or not, learn from the experience. It will 
improve your performance when having    33    interview in the future. Good luck! 
 
26. (A) (B)(C) Either way(D) 
27. (A) interviewing (B) interviewed (C) you interview  (D) are interviewed 
28. (A) are not  (B) never are  (C) not be   (D) don’t be 
29. (A) and   (B) or   (C) with    (D) from 
30. (A) as possible as you can   (B) as much as you can 

(C) as possible as you could   (D) as more as possible 
31. (A) related  (B) which related (C) related to   (D) which relates  
32. (A) appear friendly(B) appeared friends(C) to appear friendly (D) appearing friendly 
33. (A) another  (B) the other  (C) other    (D) others 
 
(B) Have you ever found it difficult to open a can with a can opener? If not, you are lucky to be 
a righty. Everyday activities can be    34    for lefties because many tools are usually 
designed for right handers.    35    is born a lefty is forced to survive in the real world. In fact, 
early in the Stone age, people didn’t show which hand they prefer to use. Throughout history, 
left-handed people have been    36    to be inferior    37    right-handed people. An 
obvious bias can be found in some phrases. For example, “right on,” associated with good or 
correct,    38    agreement or support.    39   , a “left-handed compliment” is actually an 
insult. Fortunately, more and more specialized tools have been    40    for left-handers. They 
even celebrate their “rights” on Left-Handers Day on August 13 annually.  
 
34. (A) challenge  (B) challenged  (C) challenging  (D) to challenging 
35. (A) Whomever (B) Any who  (C) Whoever   (D) Anyone whoever 
36. (A) viewed  (B) regarded  (C) thought of   (D) considered 
37. (A) than   (B) to   (C) with    (D) from 
38. (A) expressed  (B) expresses  (C) expressing   (D) which expresses 
39. (A) In addition (B) In spite of  (C) Therefore   (D) In contrast 

40. (A) adopted  (B) raised   (C) adapted   (D) discriminated 
 
IV. 閱讀測驗: 10% 

 Most people are either right-handed or left-handed. However, around one percent of people 
can use both hands equally well, and these people are “ambidextrous.” 
    According to studies, some people are equally able to perform tasks with both hands from 
birth. However, scientists believe that not all ambidextrous people are born that way. Some of 
them were originally part of the ten percent of lefties. When they were kids, they were 
encouraged to use their right hands to perform daily tasks by adults, but they practiced using their 
left hands at the same time. Or, they actively learned to use some tools designed for right-handers 
with their right hands.  
    People immediately think that ambidexterity has a number of advantages. For example, 
people who are ambidextrous can simply switch hands if they get tired from doing a task. In 
sports such as basketball and baseball, players can perform better because they can use either 
hand when necessary. However, research has shown that ambidextrous children are more likely 
to have learning difficulties with reading and writing. They are at a higher risk of mental (心理的) 
health problems, too. Therefore, they may need attention and special assistance from parents and 
teachers. 
    In spite of the problems that some ambidextrous people may encounter, being adept in the 
use of both hands certainly brings many advantages. Would you like to be ambidextrous? 
41. According to the passage, ambidextrous people are people who ________. 

(A) have mental health problems  
(B) have no hands at birth 
(C) are good at using both hands 
(D) are good at learning everything 

42. According to the passage, ambidextrous people may have an advantage in ________. 
(A) a swimming competition (B) a speech contest 
(C) a marathon race (D) a basketball game 

43. It has been found that an ambidextrous child may have difficulty ________. 
(A) paying attention (B) reading 
(C) playing baseball (D) singing 

44. The word “adept” in the last paragraph means “________.” 
(A) skilled (B) inferior (C) precious (D) common 

45. What can we infer from this passage? 
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(A) No one is interested to know what has caused ambidexterity. 
(B) Ambidextrous people are not welcomed at school. 
(C) Some left-handers were encouraged to write with their right hands. 
(D) Ambidextrous people were all right-handers when they were little. 

 
答案： ( 1 ) C ( 2 ) D ( 3 ) B ( 4 ) A ( 5 ) C 
 
 
V. 文意字彙及詞類變化: 20% (46~55) 
46. To get a promotion, I have to e     e my computer skills. That is, I make it better.    
47. Medical care is not s     t in this small village. More doctors, nurses and medicine are 

needed. 
48. Jordan was not satisfied with the pay of his p     s job, so he too a new one.  
49. Our teacher d     ted how to do the experiment step by step before we began.  
50. The book critic has made some negative c    ts on the writer’s latest novel. 
51. Our manager d     ted the whole meeting. No one else had a chance to express their 

opinions.  
52. Because I had not seen Jason for decades, I didn’t r     ze him at first sight. 
53. One of the main ch     cs of the giraffe is its long neck. Even kids know about the feature. 
54. When it comes to seasons, Linda has a ________ (prefer) for spring. 
55. Jeremy should learn to make a ________ (distinct) between friendship and love.    
 
enhance sufficient previous demonstrated comments 
demonstrated  recognize  characteristics  preference distinction 
 
 
 
VI. 翻譯填充: 5% 
令老師鬆了一口氣的是，那位轉學生對適應學校毫無困難。 
To the teacher’s relief, the transfer student had no trouble fitting in at the school. 
 
Tracy 是一個隨和的人，她和所有的同事都相處融洽。 
Tracy is an easygoing person, and she gets along well with all her colleagues. 
 

那位顧客已經等了他的餐點等了很久，而他的耐心快要用完了。 
The customer has been waiting for his meal for a long time, and his patience is running out. 
 
 
Fiona 沒有買到那場音樂劇的票。不用說，她無法進劇場看表演。 
Fiona failed to buy a ticket to the musical. Needless to say, she couldn’t get in the theater to see 
the performance. 
 
VII.中翻英背誦(需與課本同): 4%  
56.    
57.    
 
 
Serry 正期待著下週的歌唱比賽。 
別這麼認真對待 Edward 說的話。 
 

 

VIII.改寫句子 (Not until)/suggest  6% 

she can/Carrie/wants to stay/as long/as/in this beautiful castle (137) 
 

Sally won’t buy a new house until she saves enough money (Not until….) 
 Not until Sally saves enough money will she buy a new house. 
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